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An Attention-based System Approach for Scene Analysis in Driver Assistance Ein aufmerksamkeitsbasierter Systemansatz zur Szenenanalyse in der Fahrerassistenz Thomas Michalke, Robert Kastner, Jürgen Adamy, Sven Bone, Falko Waibel, Marcus Kleinehagenbrock, Jens Gayko, Alexander Gepperth, Jannik Fritsch, and Christian Goerick



Research on computer vision systems for driver assistance resulted in a variety of isolated approaches mainly performing very specialized tasks like, e. g., lane keeping or traffic sign detection. However, for a full understanding of generic traffic situations, integrated and flexible approaches are needed. We here present a highly integrated vision architecture for an advanced driver assistance system inspired by human cognitive principles. The system uses an attention system as the flexible and generic front-end for all visual processing, allowing a task-specific scene decomposition and search for known objects (based on a short term memory) as well as generic object classes (based on a long term memory). Knowledge fusion, e. g., between an internal 3D representation and a reliable road detection module improves the system performance. The system heavily relies on top-down links to modulate lower processing levels, resulting in a high system robustness. Bildbasierte Fahrerassistenzsysteme verfügen in der Regel über starre Funktionen, die sehr spezialisierte Aufgaben, wie Spurhaltung oder Verkehrszeichenerkennung, in fest definierten Situationen bearbeiten. Fahrerassistenzsysteme, die in einer großen Bandbreite von möglichen Verkehrssituationen robust und sinnvoll reagieren sollen, benötigen jedoch integrierte und flexiblere Ansätze. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein integriertes Fahrerassistenzsystem vorgestellt, dessen Bildverarbeitungssubsystem durch Signalverarbeitungsprozesse im menschlichen Gehirn motiviert ist. Das Subsystem verwendet ein biologisch motiviertes Aufmerksamkeitsmodul als flexibles und generisches Front-end für alle Bildverarbeitungsprozesse. Das Aufmerksamkeitsmodul erlaubt eine aufgabenabhängige Szenenzerlegung, das Wiederfinden von bereits erkannten Objekten aus dem Kurzzeitspeicher des Systems sowie die generische Detektion von beliebigen Objektklassen über den Langzeitspeicher des Systems. Die Fusion von Informationen verschiedener Teilmodule, z. B. zwischen der internen 3D-Umfeldrepräsentation und einem Modul zur Detektion von unmarkierten Straßenflächen, erhöht die Güte des Gesamtsystems. Der Ansatz verwendet rekurrente Signalwege (so genannte top-down Verbindungen), welche Module auf tieferen Systemstufen online dynamisch parametrisieren, um die Robustheit und Reaktionsgeschwindigkeit des Gesamtsystems zu verbessern. Keywords: Attention, human-like signal processing, task-dependent scene interpretation Schlagwörter: Aufmerksamkeit, menschliche Signalverarbeitung, aufgabenabhängige Szeneninterpretation



1 Introduction The goal of realizing Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) can be approached from two directions: either searching for the best engineering solution or taking the



human as a role model. Today’s ADAS are engineered for supporting the driver in clearly defined traffic situations like, e. g., keeping the distance to the forward vehicle. While it may be argued that the quality of an engineered system in terms of isolated aspects, e. g., object detection
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or tracking, is often sound, the solutions lack necessary flexibility. Small changes in the task and/or environment often lead to the necessity of redesigning the whole system in order to add new features and modules, as well as adapting how they are linked. In contrast, biological vision systems are highly flexible and are capable of adapting to severe changes in the task and/or the environment. Hence, one of our design goals on our way to achieve an “all-situation” ADAS is to implement a biologically motivated, cognitive vision system as perceptual front-end of an ADAS, which can handle the wide variety of situations typically encountered when driving a car. Note that only if an ADAS vision system attends to the relevant surrounding traffic and obstacles, it will be fast enough to assist the driver in real time during all dangerous situations. One important principle in cognitive systems is the existence of top-down links in the system, i. e., informational links from stages of higher to lower knowledge integration. Top-down links are believed to be a prerequisite for fast-adapting biological systems living in changing environments (see, e. g., [21]). Consequently, a cognitive vision system should realize a task-dependent perception using top-down links for modulating and parameterizing submodules, that is operating successfully without being explicitly designed for specific tasks of a scenario. Using this paradigm, the same scene can be decomposed by the vision system in different ways depending on the current task. In order to realize such a cognitive vision system we have developed a robust attention sub-system [8] that can be modulated in a task-oriented way, i. e., based on the current context. The attention sub-system is a central component of the overall vision system realizing temporal organization of different visual processes. Its architecture is inspired by findings of human visual system research (see, e. g., [13]) and organizes the different functionalities in a similar way. In a first proof of concept, we have shown that a purely saliency-based attention generation can assist the driver during a critical situation in a construction site by performing autonomous braking [12]. While our earlier work concentrated mainly on saliencybased attention [8; 12], this contribution describes the additional incorporation of environmental 3D representations and static domain specific tasks, in order to use context information (“where is the road”) to guide attention and, therefore, analysis of the overall scene. For all acquired information our enhanced system builds up internal 3D representations that support scene analysis and at the same time serve for behavior generation. Using a metric representation of the road area in combination with detected traffic objects, the system can guide its processing on relevant objects in the context of the current road area. For example, this allows to perform warning and emergency braking if a parked car is detected on our lane and during its by-passing the pro-actively adapted attention detects oncoming traffic on the road.
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2 Related work Recently, the topic of researching intelligent cars is gaining increasing interest as documented by the DARPA Urban Challenge [1] and the European Information Society 2010 Intelligent Car Initiative [2] as well as several European Projects like, e. g., Safespot or PReVENT. Regarding vision systems developed for ADAS, there have been few attempts to incorporate aspects of the human visual system into complete systems. In terms of complete vision systems, one of the most prominent examples is a system developed in the group of E. Dickmanns [3]. It uses several active cameras mimicking the active nature of gaze control in the human visual system. However, the processing framework is not closely related to the human visual system. Without a tunable attention system and with top-down aspects that are limited to a number of object-specific features for classification, no dynamic preselection of image regions is performed. A more biologically inspired approach has been presented by Färber [4]. This publication as well as the recently started German Transregional Collaborative Research Centre ‘Cognitive Automobiles’ [5] address mainly human inspired behavior planning whereas our work currently focuses more on taskdependent perception aspects. More specifically, in the center of our work is a computational model of the human attention system that determines the how and when of scene decomposition and interpretation. Attention is a principle that was found to play an important role in the human vision processing as a mediator between the world and our actual perception [6]. Somewhat simplified, the attention map shows high activation at image positions that are visually conspicuous, i. e., that pop out (bottom-up attention) or that are important for the current system task (top-down attention). Derived from the first computational attention model [17], which showed only bottom-up aspects, some more recent models have been developed that also incorporate top-down information (see, e. g., [7; 8; 18; 19]). Please refer to [8] for a comprehensive comparison between the state-of-the-art attention systems [7; 18] and our computational attention model. Recently, some authors stress the role of incorporating context into the attention-based scene analysis. For example [20], proposes a combination of a bottom-up saliency map and a top-down context driven approach. The top-down path uses spatial statistics, which are learned during an offline learning phase, to modulate the bottom-up saliency map. This is different to the system described here, where no offline spatial prior learning phase is required. In our online system context is incorporated in the form of top-down weights that are modified at run time and road information, as will be described in Sects. 3.1 and 3.3. To our knowledge in the car domain no task-dependent tunable vision system that mimics human attention processes exist.
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3 System The proposed overall architecture concept for a robust attention-based scene analysis is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of four major parts: the “what” pathway, the “where” pathway, a part executing static domain specific tasks, and the behavior generation. The distinction between “what” and “where” processing path is somewhat similar to the human visual system where the dorsal and ventral pathway are typically associated with these two functions (see, e. g., [13]). Among other things, the “where” pathway in the human brain is believed to perform the localization and tracking of a small number of objects. In contrast, the “what” pathway considers the detailed analysis of a single spot in the image (see theories of spatial attention, e. g., spotlight theory [13]). Nevertheless, an ADAS also requires specific information of the road and its shape, generated by the static domain specific part.



3.1 The “what” pathway Starting in the “what” pathway the 400 × 300 color input image is analyzed by calculating the attention map Stotal .
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The attention map Stotal results from a weighted linear combination of N = 130 biologically inspired input feature maps Fi (see Eq. (1)). More specifically, we filter the image using, among others Difference of Gaussian (DoG) and Gabor filter kernels that model the characteristics of neural receptive fields measured in the mammal brain. Furthermore, we use the RGBY color space [7] as attention feature that models the processing of photoreceptors on the retina. All features are computed on 5 scales relying on the well-known principle of image pyramids in order to allow computationally efficient filtering. All feature maps are postprocessed non-linearly in order to suppress noise and boost conspicuous or prominent scene parts (see [11] for a detailed description of these nonlinear processing steps). The top-down (TD) attention can be tuned (i. e., parameterized) task-dependently to search for specific objects. This is done by applying a TD weight set wTD that is computed i and adapted online, based on Eq. (2), where the threshold φ = K conj Max(Fi ) with K conj = (0, 1] (see Fig. 2a for dynamically boost feaa visualization). The weights wTD i ture maps that are important for our current task/object class in focus and suppress the rest. The bottom-up (BU)
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Figure 1: System structure allowing attention based scene analysis.
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Figure 2: (a) Visualization of the object training region (RoI) for TD weight calculation against the background (rest), (b) Prediction of object ego motion (dots: Kalman tracked object position, squares: ego motion predicted object position, dashed line: accumulated object ego motion).
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weights wBU are set object-unspecifically in order to dei tect unexpected potentially dangerous scene elements. The parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] (see Eq. (1)) determines the relative importance of TD and BU search in the current system state. For more details on the attention system please refer to [8]. It is important to note that the TD weights (calculated using Eq. (2)) are dependent on the features present in the background (rest) of the current image, since the background information is used to differentiate the searched object from the rest of the image [7]. Because of this, it is not sufficient to store the TD weight sets wTD of i different object classes directly and switch between them during online processing. Instead, all feature maps of objects Fi,RoI are stored. To compensate the dependency from background the stored object feature maps are fused with the feature maps of the current image before calculating the TD weights. In plain words, the system takes the current scene characteristics (i. e., its features) into account in order to determine the optimal TD weight set that shows a maximum performance in the current frame. Put differently, the described separability approach includes the current scene context on a sensory level. Stotal = λ
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